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The weapons of the Lab of the Gods are powerful, but its ammunition is not unlimited, right?

It will always be used up, right?

Even new weapons use energy beams, but this kind of resource is even rarer.

Absolutely not unlimited supply!

When it’s definitely used up!

Levi Garrison’s expectation was wrong.

All weapons are not infinite!

But it will not be used up for the time being.

So this plan of Levi Garrison is how to finish the enemy’s weapons?
It is to continuously consume the weapon firepower of the Gods Lab!

In layman’s terms, it’s a lie!

Similar to the grass boat borrowing arrows!

It is to fool out all the firepower of the Gods Lab!

Therefore, Levi Garrison’s plan is to construct a false position!

The layout of the position is fake!

Soldiers, weapons, and various equipment are fake, and many of them are drawn on cardboard to make
up the number.

Many large weapons, etc. are also cut out of paper shells and painted with colors.

From a distance, it looks exactly like the real thing.

If you don’t look closely, you can’t tell it at all.

Of course, in order to prevent the opposite technical scan.

After all, with such a strong high-tech in the Lab of the Gods, a random scan will reveal that the positions
are fake and the people are fake.

But for this situation, Levi Garrison was also prepared to let the Titan War God launch a super fierce
attack.

In one fell swoop, the Lab of the Gods was angered, no matter what the three seven twenty one, first
destroy the opposing position.

I was so angry that I just wanted to destroy everything in front of me.

Therefore, the first round of the attack launched by the Titans is at all costs!

Can beat the lab of the gods to anger!

Sure enough, it worked.

The Lab of the Gods was angered.

Regardless of the three seven twenty one, destroy the front position first!

Let the other party know the cruelty of the Lab of the Gods!

Therefore, the 100,000 weapon launch ports of the flying giant ship have unlimited firepower!

Compared with the previous attack that defeated the Titan War God, the firepower was more than
dozens of times stronger.

The terrifying red beam turned directly in front of it into a sea of red light.

Everything in kind was shattered and disappeared immediately.

Even the sea water has evaporated one ton after another.

It really means erasing all traces!

What if you want to erase a civilization and a country?

We must rely on this weapon.

Erase everything instantly!

No trace will be left!

Therefore, within a few tens of seconds, the formed position was completely destroyed.

Nothing!

However, the Lab of the Gods never thought that this turned out to be fake!

Half of it is cut out of cardboard.

However, whether it is true or false, the red light beam disappears instantly.

The result is the same!

However, this time used dozens of times more energy than before!

“Report! Stars 1 to 5 have 60% energy left!”

The captains of the big flying giants report to Mr. X.

“Enough, sixty percent! Enough to flatten this place!”

Mr. X looked confident.

“Keep going!”

